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Dear Animal Lover,
This past summer saw a clear demonstration of the impact climate change
is having on our province, as we battled one of the worst wildfire seasons
ever. In this edition of AnimalSense, we explore how climate change
is affecting animals. At the BC SPCA, one of our Guiding Principles
is sustainability, and the Society is increasingly turning its attention
to the steps we must take to address this monumental challenge. This
includes investing additional resources in the area of emergency response,
particularly the planning phase and training of staff and volunteers to
provide on-the-ground reaction to the wildfires that now seem to be a
regular occurrence each summer. In addition, we are increasingly focused
on incorporating the latest concepts in energy efficiency into the design of
new facilities and the retrofitting of existing facilities. With more than 40
SPCA facilities across the province, there is much for us to do, but we are
already well on our way, as evidenced by our recent solar energy project
on the Sunshine Coast.
During these difficult times, I am so incredibly grateful to our loyal
supporters. Thanks to you, we have been able to continue our efforts on
behalf of the province’s most vulnerable animals. Now more than ever,
their voice needs to be heard.

Craig Daniell
Chief Executive Officer
BC SPCA

BC SPCA BRIEFS

GREENER
FIXTURES

THE BC SPCA in Sechelt has gone green, thanks to the incredible efforts
of a 10-year-old boy with a love of animals and the environment. On March 14,
Cody Kelso and his mom Megan (right) set off on a four-day, 115-kilometre walk
from Gibsons to Powell River to raise funds for a solar panel roof at the BC SPCA
Sunshine Coast. All told, they raised $23,570 for the panels, which were installed
in August, making this the first BC SPCA facility to connect to solar power. When
Cody, who has participated in our humane education programs, learned the Sechelt
shelter is located on none other than Solar Road, “I decided that we had to get solar
panels on the roof!” he says. More than that, Cody is committed to protecting the
environment for both people and animals: “If we don’t take care of the Earth now,
we won’t have an Earth to live on.” An additional $19,500 grant from the Sunshine
Coast Community Forest Legacy Fund enabled the SPCA to also install solar water
heating in Sechelt, complementing the new solar array.

TEACHING KIDS

WHAT ANIMALS WANT

A NEW BOOK for youth 14 and
under focuses on how to provide
animals with the Five Freedoms
of animal welfare. The BC SPCA
partnered with Orca Book
Publishers and
children’s author
Jacqueline Pearce
to create What
Animals Want,
available across
North America. Get
your copy at shop.spca.
bc.ca, orcabook.com

or wherever you buy books.
The piece is a welcome
addition to the BC SPCA’s
humane education programming, which has made a
“pandemic pivot” online
throughout 2021.
The summer saw hundreds
of kids across the province
participate in Camp@Home,
with SPCA educators
virtually engaging youth on
themes including pet care,
animal welfare issues,
wildlife topics and
careers with animals.
Activities
continue into the
fall with a host
of virtual school
visits and teacher
conference
presentations.
Learn more at
spca.bc.ca/
teacher.

BECOME A

MEMBER!
SHOW YOUR SUPPORT for animals by
becoming a Member of the BC SPCA.
Members help direct the vision and mission
of the organization, and under our recently
amended Bylaws have been accorded
enhanced rights and privileges, including the
right to directly elect the Board of Directors.
Visit spca.bc.ca/membership for more
information or to apply for, or renew,
your membership. Renewal deadline
is December 31, 2021.
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BC SPCA BRIEFS

It takes a

VILLAGE

AT THE BC SPCA, we believe this old adage aptly describes the many caring

Calendar Contest
has banner year!
THIS YEAR’S BC SPCA Calendar Contest
presented by Hill’s Pet Nutrition saw
the highest number of participants and
the most money raised to date. A new
feature in 2021 was the Hill’s Honourable
Mention, awarded to a participant who
didn’t win their own page but who has
demonstrated tremendous spirit in their
life. The inaugural Hill’s Honourable
Mention went to Athena (above), who was
adopted from the BC SPCA in Abbotsford.
When she was just a pup, Athena was
attacked and sadly lost her left hind leg.
But this resilient three-legged lady won’t
let anything slow her down.
For a chance to have your pet’s smiling face
featured, enter the next Calendar Contest
presented by Hill’s Pet Nutrition in
February 2022. In the meantime, you can
purchase your 2022 calendar featuring
Athena at shop.spca.bc.ca, and enjoy $7 off
any Hill’s bag or case of cans with a coupon
courtesy of Hill’s. Simply visit hillspet.ca/
specialoffers to collect your savings.
6
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people who ensure that animals across our province are cared for and protected.
Louise’s story is a shining illustration.
She was one of the 119 small dogs surrendered to the BC SPCA earlier this year
in a cruelty investigation. Louise and the other dogs were initially helped by SPCA
animal protection officers with assistance from the local fire department and RCMP.
They were then transported through our Drive for Lives animal transfer program and
cared for by SPCA shelter staff, a veterinary team, volunteer groomers and foster
volunteers. Louise’s happy ending came when she was adopted by a family who
shower her with love and attention every day. Thanks to all of these compassionate
people, Louise is no longer the weak and frightened dog who was rescued, but is
thriving in her new life.
Laurie Rix is an animal lover who believes we all can do our part to help those who
can’t speak for themselves. In addition to making annual donations for more than
a decade, she and the Rix Family Foundation have championed two matching gift
campaigns which have inspired other donors to join her in giving animals like Louise
a chance to live their best lives. The BC SPCA is deeply grateful to Laurie and her
foundation for the incredible impact they have made on the animals in our “village.”
Visit spca.bc.ca to learn how you can help.

BC SPCA BRIEFS

A SAFE HAVEN
for abuse victims &
their pets
WHEN ANIMAL LOVER and second-

Louise is no longer
the weak and frightened
dog who was rescued, but
is thriving in her new life.

AnimalKind:

A HUMANE TOUCH

ARE YOU LOOKING for a trusted source for high-welfare animal services?

The BC SPCA’s AnimalKind certification provides science-based, humane
standards in two areas: dog training and wildlife/pest control. Accredited
companies have been audited by the BC SPCA and earned their place on
our list of humane organizations.
“We know that the wildlife and rodent control companies we recommend
use practices that minimize harm, and protect wildlife and the environment,”
says Nicole Fenwick, AnimalKind’s manager of research standards. “With our
accredited dog trainers, pet guardians are able to seek help from professionals
who use a positive and effective rewards-based approach that supports the
human-animal bond.”
For more information on AnimalKind companies, visit animalkind.ca.

wave feminist Marietta Kozak heard
a CBC interview with a woman in
Quebec who provided emergency
pet boarding for individuals fleeing
domestic abuse, the impact of the
story stayed with her for many
years. In 2019, she reached out to the
BC SPCA to see if there was a way
for her to support a similar program
in British Columbia.
Helping women who are leaving
abusive relationships along with
their pets was something that the
BC SPCA had been passionate
about and involved with for some
time, but had not yet developed into
a formal program. With Marietta
and her husband Peter Hall’s
generous donations, the SPCA was
able to allocate staff time required to
research the scope of the issue and
to develop a model to help address it.
“The BC SPCA has shown
foresight, empathy and good sense
in its approach to this complex
social and multifaceted issue,” says
Marietta when asked about the
impact of her gift. “They have built
partnerships across disciplines and
sectors to create a cohesive program
that will support survivors of
domestic abuse and their animals.”
The model developed
through Marietta and Peter’s
generosity formed the basis for
a successful 2021 application
to the Vancouver Foundation’s
Systems Change grants initiative,
allowing the BC SPCA to roll
out a Violence Prevention foster
program across the province over
the next three years. n
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FEELING
THE

HEAT
As climate change pushes our planet
to the brink, animals are suffering the
fallout – from the forest to the farm
to your own backyard

8
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CLIMATE CHANGE

Both the Arctic and
Antarctica have experienced an
alarming increase in temperature
over the last 100 years. As a
result, the amount of ice is being
significantly reduced.

2021

was a year that
illustrated just how
dire the climate crisis has become,
as disastrous droughts, hurricanes
and deadly wildfires impacted
countries across the globe, including our own province of British
Columbia. According to a recent
report from the United Nations’ Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change, the global temperature
is 1.1 degrees Celsius higher than
it was in the pre-industrial era –
which means the Earth is warming
even faster than previously thought.
As a result, climate extremes,
such as heat waves, heavy rainfall,
droughts and tropical cyclones are
on the rise and will continue to increase in frequency and intensity.
According to assistant professor Dr. Alexandra Protopopova,
NSERC/BC SPCA industrial research chair in companion animal

welfare at the University of British
Columbia, our province alone will
likely see an increase of 2.3 to 4.2
degrees Celsius and 29 per cent
less snowfall in 30 years. These
and other changes will impact both
humans and animals.
“We can expect to see a change
in wildlife activity, migration patterns and shifting species ranges,”
she explains, “with more humanwildlife conflicts, species extinction or hyper-abundance, and a
general decrease in biodiversity.”
The planet is already seeing
the devastating effects of climate
change on wild animals, with many
species listed as endangered or at
risk of extinction. In fact, according to a study by the University of
Connecticut that was published
in Science Magazine, if climate
change proceeds as expected, one
in six species could face extinction.
From farm animals to arctic
wildlife to even our own pets,
animals are being hit hard by our
changing climate. Here’s why and
how we can help.

ARCTIC

Climate change is amplified in the
arctic regions, which are responsible for regulating our planet’s

climate. Both the Arctic and
Antarctica have experienced an
alarming increase in temperature
over the last 100 years. As a result,
the amount of ice is being significantly reduced. This means that
ice-dependent animals like polar
bears and walruses have much less
access to food, and their habitats
are becoming smaller. Both are at
risk for starvation. Additionally,
without a natural habitat to find
food sources, creatures like penguins might be forced to migrate,
making it increasingly difficult for
them to find suitable breeding habitat. Climate change also means
warmer summers and winters in
the north, which affects the food
sources available for species such
as caribou. Consequently, caribou
populations are rapidly decreasing, with a decline of 56 per cent
since the mid-1990s, according
to the Arctic Report Card.

MARINE

Rising levels of CO2 in the
atmosphere and the resulting
higher temperatures are altering
our oceans. They’re increasingly
warmer and more acidic, which
affects marine ecosystems from top
to bottom. The rising temperatures
cause coral bleaching and the loss
of breeding grounds for marine fish
and mammals. It can also significantly affect the environments
where fish, shellfish and other
marine species live. The Canadian
Wildlife Federation has warned
that climate change will result in a
decrease of Pacific salmon populations, which will have far-reaching
impacts, such as food shortages
for bears and bald eagles living
near spawning rivers and streams.
Climate change also affects rainFall/Winter 2021 •
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As much as rising temperatures lead
to heavier rain in certain regions, they also create
longer dry spells between rain events, which will
likely increase drought severity and frequency,
raising the risk of wildfires.
fall patterns, causing heavy rain
in some regions, which results in
flooding and runoff that pollutes our
oceans and destroys marine life.

FARM

Farm animals are impacted by
climate change in a multitude of
ways. Increases in CO2 and temperature can change the composition of the food animals eat, which
negatively affects farm animals
who rely on pastures and crops
for food, leading to feed shortages, starvation or sickness from
a lack of nutrients. As seasonal
temperatures rise with the changing climate, animals will be more
vulnerable to heat stress; pigs and
poultry are especially susceptible
because they have no sweat glands.
Animals who overheat but are
unable to find relief suffer and can
die. As much as rising temperatures lead to heavier rain in certain
regions, they also create longer dry
10
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spells between rain events, which
will likely increase drought severity and frequency, raising the risk
of wildfires. Wildfires are especially harmful as they burn through
crops, pastures or even barns,
putting animal lives in jeopardy
and leading to feed shortages that
threaten our food security.
In areas with increased precipitation, rapidly rising water levels
can cut off access to farm animals,
meaning they can’t get to safe
lying areas or food.

FOREST

Wildfires are one of the biggest
risks for forest animals on the
climate change front. Research
shows that changes in climate
create drier conditions. Increased
drought and a longer fire season
are boosting the frequency and
intensity of fires, which affects
the animals who call these forests home. While many larger

and quicker animals can run or
fly away from the flames or seek
refuge in water to avoid injury,
smaller ones might attempt to
seek shelter in logs, under rocks
or by hiding in their burrows.
Some predators might even take
advantage of the confusion to hunt
small or young animals who are
fleeing the blaze or have been left
behind because they’re unable to
keep up, including slower-moving
species like porcupines or fledgling
birds. Often the animals who don’t
survive wildfires die from smoke
inhalation, oxygen deprivation or
serious injuries. Animals, including birds, might also suffer from
heat exhaustion and dehydration.
However, the biggest impact
comes after a wildfire has moved
through an area. Wild animals can
perish as a result of habitat loss,
with food sources and nesting
sites dwindling. The devastating
flames destroy the food, water and
(TOP LEFT) WE ANIMALS MEDIA

CLIMATE CHANGE
COMPANION

shelter they need to survive – a
problem that can last for years.
The scorched landscape left after
a wildfire often results in a new
type of habitat, replacing forests
with shrubs and grass. Likewise,
increased precipitation can result
in a loss of wildlife and biodiversity in the flooded region, reducing
the level of biodiversity, habitat
potential and food present in the
ecosystem, as well as other longterm impacts for wildlife.
Species who rely on old-growth
forests for their diet and shelter
will suffer the most. Those who
are able to relocate to new areas
will compete with other animals for the same resources and
potentially clash over territory.
This new migration can also cause
animals to wander into urban and
suburban areas where they come
into contact with humans they
would normally avoid, potentially
leading to injury or death.

Yes, the impact of climate change
can even reach your pets. According to Dr. Protopopova, there have
been higher numbers of companion animals dying from heatstroke
in the recent heat waves, specifically this summer. And unfortunately, she says, we likely will see
more of this in the future.
“There’s also an increased
risk of companion animals being
exposed to more infectious diseases as climate change alters the
geographic ranges of pathogens,”
she explains. “Further harm could
also come from changing caretaking
behaviours as a response to the
changing climate.” For example,
exercising your dog less in an
extreme heat wave may heighten
the risk for obesity and other
health complications.

WHAT CAN YOU DO?

When it comes to battling
climate change, and helping
animals weather its effects, we
can all do our part. Although
some actions may seem small
compared to the scale of this
global crisis, our individual
choices can have a real impact.
n Create a sustainable garden in your backyard. Keep it
natural and wild. Native plants
are adapted to local climates and
can provide food to wild animals
year-round. They also attract pollinators and native insects which,
in turn, attract the wild animals
who eat them. Consider choosing
plants that wild animals love –
like sunflowers, for instance. Your
garden will flourish and you’ll also
be helping to combat a growing
global concern – diminishing bee
colonies and butterflies.

Transform your own diet.
Farm animal production is a
big contributor to global warming. Consuming less meat, eggs
and dairy or transitioning to a
plant-based diet will decrease the
demand for cheap meat at the
expense of the environment. Keep
in mind not all plant-based foods
are equally sustainable – choose
local and learn about the environmental impact of your food
choices. (Read more on page 12.)
n Practice sustainable pet
guardianship. Consider the
quantity, ingredients and brand of
pet food you buy, and be mindful
of your plastic use with poop bags
and the toys you buy. Composting your furry friend’s droppings
is the best way to go, and you can
make or repair toys as opposed to
purchasing new ones; even better,
instead of toys, focus on providing
more social enrichment in the
form of shared activities.
n Organize a beach cleanup.
Garbage – cans, plastic bags, plastic
straws and other containers from
picnics – hugely impacts the local
ocean and ecosystem. Cleaning up
the litter on your local beach is a
good (and easy) way to help protect marine life. Invite friends and
neighbours and make a day of it!
n Make your daily commute
eco-friendly. Using public transportation, or carpooling whenever
possible, greatly reduces greenhouse emissions. Decreasing the
number of cars on the road also
helps protect animals who might
roam in residential areas because
of habitat loss and new migration
patterns (another byproduct of
climate change). Fewer cars means
less chance of motorists hitting
and killing animals. n
n
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FOOD FOR THOUGHT

APPETITE FOR

CONSERVATION

T

Your food choices can fight global warming while also
improving the lives of farm animals
1 BUY LOCAL
he Earth’s climate is
It’s estimated that the food system

changing at an alarming
rate due to the global
warming crisis – which
is, of course, a direct result of
greenhouse gas emissions.
Greenhouse gases, such as carbon
dioxide and methane, absorb
sunlight and trap heat, causing the
planet to warm. The consequences
of this are becoming increasingly
dire, with severe drought, water
shortages, wildfires, flooding, rising
sea levels and extreme storms.
Human activities are the driving
force behind this crisis, so how
do our actions, including dietary
choices, impact the environment?

AGRICULTURE – BOTH
PLANT & ANIMAL
– CONTRIBUTE TO
GLOBAL WARMING
12
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generates anywhere from 21 to
37 per cent of global greenhouse
gas emissions. The main sources
of these emissions in animal
agriculture are feed production
and enteric fermentation. Enteric
fermentation is a digestive process
that occurs in ruminants (such
as cattle), producing methane
gas. Sources of greenhouse gas
emissions in plant agriculture
include land tillage, application of
fertilizers and irrigation practices.
The connection between
farming and global warming can
leave those who care about the
environment feeling conflicted in
their food choices. But there are
many ways that you can change
your eating habits to benefit the
planet, while still protecting farm
animal welfare.

Many fruits and vegetables in
grocery stores are imported
when local products are out of
season. Transportation is a major
contributor to greenhouse gas
emissions, as the burning of fossil
fuels releases carbon dioxide into
the atmosphere. “Buying local
reduces the distance food travels
from farm to your plate. Try
shopping at your local farmers’
market and buy what is in season,”
suggests Melissa Speirs, BC SPCA
manager of farm animal welfare.

2 CHOOSE HIGHER-

WELFARE meat & dairy

Cattle raised for beef and dairy
production produce more
greenhouse gas emissions than
any other farm animal industry.
By choosing products from cattle

FOOD FOR THOUGHT
recommends choosing protein
sources that come from plants
more often.

4 GO PLANT-BASED

Plant agriculture may have lower
greenhouse gas emissions than
animal agriculture, but those
choosing plant-based options must
still be mindful. There can be other
harmful environmental impacts
involved with plant agriculture such
as water usage, land degradation
and deforestation. As well, some
plant-based foods have larger
environmental impacts than others.

ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY
OPTIONS INCLUDE:
n PLANT-BASED MILK – CHOOSE

OAT OR SOY MILK
Oat and soy milk require less water to
produce than almond or rice milk, and
have lower greenhouse gas emissions
than rice milk.
raised on higher-welfare farms,
you can help reduce emissions.
“Cattle raised in higher-welfare
systems have access to pasture to
graze, which is a natural behaviour
cattle are motivated to do,” says
Speirs. Allowing cattle to graze can
reduce emissions since it lowers
the reliance on feed production
to meet the animals’ nutritional
needs. As well, responsible grazing
management can help the soil
capture and store carbon dioxide,
removing it from the atmosphere.
Higher-welfare animal products
may come at a slightly higher price,
but you can also feel confident
knowing that the animals were
raised with better standards of care.

3 REDUCE meat & dairy

consumption

Simply cutting the amount of dairy

and meat products you consume
makes a difference. Today’s
conventional farms are designed
to meet the high demand for
animal products. Unfortunately,
this comes at a cost to farm animal
welfare, as animals are often raised
in cages, crates or stalls at high
stocking densities to maximize
production. By reducing your
consumption, you are helping
reduce the pressure on farmers
to meet the high demand for
intensively farmed meat and dairy.
As a bonus, cutting back on
meat in your diet has also been
linked to many health benefits,
including a lower risk of heart
disease, stroke, diabetes and some
cancers. In fact, the most recent
update to Canada’s Food Guide in
2019 recognizes the nutritional
value of eating less meat, and now

n PLANT-BASED PROTEINS –

CHOOSE LENTILS, BEANS OR TOFU
These are great options for plantbased protein with low greenhouse gas
emissions, while also being good
sources of fibre and nutrients. Nuts
are also a fine plant-based protein
source and tend to have low
greenhouse gas emissions, but some
nuts such as almonds require high
amounts of water for production.
Cutting down on our consumption of intensively farmed
meat can have a huge impact
on the lives of farm animals,
all while working towards a
cleaner, healthier planet. By
making conscientious food
choices, we can support farmers
who are working to reduce the
environmental impact of food
production, while also improving
farm animal welfare. n
Fall/Winter 2021 •
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EMERGENCY RESPONSE

Many of the
people we met were
scared, stressed, tired,
angry and grieving. Some
had lost everything.
– Jennifer Gore

SHELTER from the

FLAMES

In one of the worst wildfire seasons on
record, BC SPCA staff, volunteers and donors
took swift action to protect animals

W

hen Jennifer
Gore, a longtime
animal welfare
volunteer and
former manager of the BC SPCA
in Kamloops, saw the breaking
news of wildfires in her region,
she didn’t hesitate. She and her
husband, Brian, immediately
volunteered to assist at the SPCA’s
booth in the Thompson-Nicola
Emergency Support Services hub
to help families evacuating with
their pets.
Gore, who also assisted with
B.C. wildfire emergency response
in 2003, 2010 and 2017 as well as
disaster response for Hurricane
Katrina in 2005, worked
alongside a dedicated team of
volunteers providing evacuated
pet guardians with food, kennels,
dishes, leashes, toys and other
supplies and directing them to
resources like the BC SPCA’s free
emergency boarding program
for those in need of temporary
shelter for their animals. “Many
of the people we met were
14
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scared, stressed, tired, angry
and grieving,” says Gore. “Some
had lost everything; others were
seeking help to find their pets.”
She notes that offering practical
help and information was key,
but emotional support was just
as valuable. “Sometimes the most
important thing we could do was
just listen and hear their stories.”
In addition to its presence at
the Emergency Support Services
Centre, the BC SPCA took in a
steady stream of owned animals
for free emergency shelter. “Staff
at our Community Animal Centre
in Kamloops worked around the
clock to care for incoming animals
and we also set up an Emergency
Evacuation Centre in the city to
provide additional emergency
sheltering,” says Geoff Urton, who
served as the Society’s director of
emergency response. The Society
used its Drive for Lives program
to move animals to other SPCA
shelters. “In total, the BC SPCA
provided more than 5,400 days of
free care for evacuated animals

from July through October,”
Urton explains.
What’s more, BC SPCA animal
protection officers worked behind
fire evacuation lines, bringing
animals to safety and ensuring that
animals who were sheltering in
place on farms had food, water and
other necessities.
“This wildfire season was the
longest and most intense yet and
it really was a team effort,” says
Urton. “SPCA staff from around
B.C. deployed to Kamloops to help,
and our volunteers stepped up to
foster animals and help in so many
other ways.” He adds that this level
of emergency response would not
have been possible without the
kindness and generosity of donors:
“The BC SPCA is especially
grateful to the Leon Judah
Blackmore Foundation, Beverley
Tamboline, Mark Montemurro,
Secure-Rite Mobile Storage and
an anonymous donor who funded
an Emergency Response Trailer
for the Thompson-Okanagan
region.” n

HERONS & PIKAS
& BEARS, OH MY!
BC SPCA’s annual photo contest celebrates the beauty and
diversity of our province’s wild animals

A

mateur photographers once
again captured an array of
stunning images for our 13th
annual Wildlife-in-Focus
photography contest.
Participants competed in two
categories: Backyard Habitats, which
highlights our special relationship with wild
animals around our own abodes, and Wild
Settings, featuring animals in their natural
environments. In addition to the top photos
selected by judges, there were a number of
incredible shots that received honourable
mentions and a People’s Choice Award
determined by online public voting.

“We want to thank all the participants
for sharing their amazing photos and
helping to raise more than $34,000 to help
the BC SPCA’s Wild Animal Rehabilitation
Centre (Wild ARC) care for thousands of
injured and orphaned wildlife each year,”
says Erin Ryan of the BC SPCA.
The winning photos chosen by
the judges, as well as the top 25 most
popular images chosen by voters, are
featured in a photo book available
through the BC SPCA’s online store
(shop.spca.bc.ca). Visit spca.bc.ca/
wildlife-in-focus to view all the winners
and honourable mentions. n

WILDLIFE-IN-FOCUS

BACKYARD HABITATS
1ST PLACE: Christiane Cottin (Vancouver) –

Raccoon

2ND PLACE: Eric Marshall (Cranbrook) –

Great blue herons

3RD PLACE: Erin Kellie (Gibsons) –

Black bears

WILD SETTINGS
1ST PLACE: Steve Burgess (Whistler) –

Merganser family

2ND PLACE: Trevor Haldane (Fernie) –

Pika

3RD PLACE: James Painter (Vancouver) –

Bighorn sheep

PEOPLE’S CHOICE: Colin Beadle (Vancouver) –

Coyotes

“We want to thank all the participants for
sharing their amazing photos and helping
to raise more than $34,000 to help the
BC SPCA’s Wild Animal Rehabilitation
Centre (Wild ARC).”
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GOING CRUELTY-FREE

THE HUMANE
HOUSEHOLD

A guide to ensuring your go-to products aren’t tested on animals –
from interpreting the labels to making your own cleaners

A

s concern for animal
welfare grows in
our society, many
Canadians are
considering how to make every
aspect of their lives cruelty-free –
including changing their makeup
routine and choosing more
animal-friendly clothing. The next
step for most is transforming their
home into a cruelty-free space.
Creating a cruelty-free home
– ridding yourself of any and all
products that are tested on animals
– can seem like an overwhelming
task. But it’s fairly easy once you
know which labels to look out for,
16
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and which materials and products
need to be eliminated. Here are
some simple tips to get you started.

WHY GO CRUELTY-FREE?

Behind many common
household products is an ugly
reality – countless research
animals are subjected to painful

chemical testing by companies,
resulting in needless suffering
and death.
Dr. Elisabeth Ormandy, a
lecturer in integrated sciences
at the University of British
Columbia and executive director
of the Canadian Society for
Humane Science, is part of a
growing academic movement
which opposes the widespread
use of animals for the purposes of
research, testing and education.
“Testing for beauty and
household products is normally
carried out on rabbits, mice,
guinea pigs and rats,” says

GOING CRUELTY-FREE
Dr. Ormandy. “Typical tests
include skin sensitization tests,
where chemicals are applied to
the surface or injected under
the animals’ skin; skin irritation
or corrosion tests, where the
chemicals are applied to the
shaved skin of the animal; eye
irritation tests, where the animal
is forced into a headlock and
chemicals are applied to their
eyes; acute oral toxicity, where
substances are forced down the
animal’s throat using a feeding
tube; and acute inhalation
toxicity, where the animal is
placed in a tube and forced to
inhale a substance.” Common
reactions range from painful
rashes, lesions and bleeding to
seizures, paralysis and death.
The good news is that
consumers have the power to
change all this. “I think we are
at an interesting tipping point
in history and eventually there
will be a global ban on the use
of animals for cosmetics and
product testing, or at the very
least it will be phased out due to
consumer demand,” Dr. Ormandy
explains, adding that because
Canada doesn’t have a CrueltyFree Cosmetics Act, the use of
cosmetics testing is unfortunately
still legal in our country.
According to Dr. Sara Dubois,
the BC SPCA’s chief scientific
officer, Senate Bill S-214, the
Cruelty-Free Cosmetics Act
introduced in 2015, died on the
order paper in 2019 before the
federal election.
“It had widespread support
from all parties, but not enough
momentum to make it through all
bill stages,” she says. “This means
that Canada still allows cosmetic

testing, despite over
40 countries, like
Australia, Colombia,
Guatemala, Israel,
India, Taiwan and
New Zealand as well
as the European Union,
banning the practice. It’s key
to ensure the government elected
in 2021 brings back the bill and
moves quickly on it.”

WHERE TO START

“Currently, choosing how
we spend our consumer dollars
is the only way we have to voice
concerns over the suffering
animals experience due to animal
testing,” says Dr. Ormandy.
Which is why when it comes to
switching your household products
to cruelty-free ones, the first step is
to check and understand the labels.
“For example, often the terms
vegan and cruelty-free are used
interchangeably, but they’re not the
same thing,” Dr. Ormandy explains.
In fact, sometimes vegan products
aren’t cruelty-free. A product
labelled as vegan only means it
doesn’t include animal ingredients
– but it doesn’t mean the product
wasn’t tested on animals. When
you see a product labelled as
cruelty-free, it’s more likely (but
not guaranteed) that animal
testing wasn’t done on either its
ingredients or the finished product.

on animals” only refers to a
finished product, not its
ingredients. That’s why
it’s important to check
with verified websites
that do the vetting for you.
When in doubt, your best
bet is to find a company with a
logo from Choose Cruelty Free
(crueltyfreeinternational.org)
or Leaping Bunny (leaping
bunny.org), which vet and
accredit businesses.

ETHICALLY
SOURCED

AT THE STORE

1. Look for a verified label.
Products have a variety of labels,
including “cruelty-free,” “not tested
on animals” and “only tested on
humans,” which indicate they
could be cruelty-free. But keep in
mind, sometimes a statement that
says “cruelty-free” or “not tested

2. Don’t be afraid to call
companies when you have a
question. Call them up directly
to verify their practices. If they
aren’t cruelty-free (yet), ask them
why and if they’re willing to make
the switch. The more feedback an
organization receives about going
cruelty-free, the more likely they
are to change.

CLEANING HOUSE

Dr. Ormandy also suggests
going through your household
products to check if they have
been tested on animals. If you find
products that aren’t cruelty-free:
n Use them until they’re
finished or dispose or donate
responsibly. Then shop for
cruelty-free alternatives.
n Learn to make your own
cleaning products. There are
a number of recipes online
(crunchybetty.com) for crueltyfree and affordable homemade
cleansers. Many recipes use
items already in your pantry, such
as baking soda and white vinegar.
n Stay alert. Sign up for
BC SPCA advocacy alerts to
receive updates on the CrueltyFree Cosmetics Act at spca.bc.ca/
take-action. n
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HAPPY ENDINGS

Callously tossed out
of a moving vehicle,
Ivy has managed to
land on her feet.

IVY'S ROAD TO
RECOVERY

I

vy was just seven weeks old
when she was thrown from a
moving vehicle. Thankfully,
a Good Samaritan was able
to retrieve her and bring her to the
BC SPCA in Kelowna. The impact
of the fall was so severe that her
tail skin was almost completely
removed and one of her femurs
was fractured.
Upon arrival, it was determined
that the tail would have to
be amputated, in addition to
potential surgery on the femur.
Despite her harrowing ordeal,
Ivy was a “fighter and survivor”
according to Sean Hogan, manager
of the BC SPCA in Kelowna.
18
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Always a playful and happy kitten,
it’s no surprise Ivy was a champ
when it came to her recovery. Her
tail amputation was a success and
her fur has also grown back. While
her hips are still healing as she
grows, Hogan says she is expected
to make a full recovery, and once
Ivy is given the all-clear from the
veterinarian, there’s no doubt
she’ll make a purrrfect addition
to a forever family.

GATOR’S AID

Gator was brought to the BC SPCA
in Vancouver after being found
in an abandoned doggy daycare.
The six-year-old Briard was in a

kennel filled with urine
and feces, where he’d
been left with another
dog. Tragically, the other
canine was deceased by
the time the situation
was discovered, but
SPCA animal protection
officers were able to
rescue Gator, who was
rushed to an emergency
clinic. He was given IV
fluids for rehydration and
nearly four kilograms
of matted hair was
carefully trimmed off
his malnourished frame.
After an examination, it
was determined Gator had many
medical issues due to neglect,
including an abscessed ear and
severe oral disease.
“You would think that Gator
would be changed by what
happened to him, but he’s a total
sweetie,” says Jodi Dunlop,
manager of the BC SPCA in
Vancouver. “He is so grateful to be
saved and absolutely loves people
and attention. He definitely has a
zest for life and the will to live!”
According to his foster parents,
Gator is settling in nicely and loves
car rides, walks and short hikes. He
also accompanies his foster mom
to the local United Church twice
a week, where he enjoys being the
centre of attention.

HAPPY ENDINGS
Left & Below: You can’t keep a good
dog down! Despite being left for dead
at an abandoned kennel, Gator is still
a “total sweetie.”
Bottom: Buried in debris, separated
from its mother, this little owl is ready to
soar again after a stay at Wild ARC.

Phoenix has cleared
many hurdles on the way
to her happy ending.

ORPHANED OWLET
RETURNS TO THE WILD

A baby owl was found in the rubble
of a collapsed barn by construction
workers in Saanichton, after
somehow becoming separated
from its mother and nest. The kind
workers contacted the BC SPCA
Animal Helpline and the owlet was

rescued and admitted to Wild ARC.
The bird was covered in waste and
needed to be carefully cleaned, but
miraculously, it had no bruising or
significant injuries.
Wild ARC staff worked with the
B.C. Ministry of Environment to
install a nest box and monitor the
area, with the hope of reuniting
this little one with its mom.
Unfortunately, those attempts
were not successful and it was
clear the baby owl would have
to stay in care until ready for
release. It was transferred to OWL
(Orphaned Wildlife Rehabilitation
Society) in Delta by a volunteer
helicopter pilot so it could be raised
in the company of other owls.
Shortly thereafter, the fully grown
bird was returned to Wild ARC
to be released back into the wild.

PHOENIX RISES (AND
GALLOPS) AGAIN

Phoenix came into SPCA care
as part of a cruelty investigation
that included another horse and
24 cats. The horses were living
in unsanitary conditions and
experiencing painful lameness.
The conditions were so bad,
including being surrounded by
frozen mud and piles of manure,
that Phoenix could not access

shelter and was forced to stay
outdoors. As a result, she developed
a lower respiratory infection
and laminitis. After receiving
treatment, she was eventually
adopted by Lorna Rush.
Though Phoenix had never
been ridden before, she was able to
overcome her mental and physical
challenges with consistent training.
“Now our Phoenix is relaxed
and can be ridden English and
Western,” says Rush. “She loves to
go on trails bit-less and has even
learned to jump.”
In fact, Phoenix and Rush’s
granddaughter Lily competed in
their first dressage and jumping
competition in September 2021.
“Phoenix is so trustworthy and
steady and really loves to work,”
says Rush. Thank you to our
amazing donors for making happy
endings like these possible. n
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ASK THE

SPCA
WE ANSWER
YOUR QUESTIONS
ABOUT COMPANION,
FARM AND WILD
ANIMAL BEHAVIOUR
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I

’ve seen a lot of deer acting
weird lately, scraping the
ground with their hooves and
pushing each other around. What
are they up to?

The short answer is they’re stuck in a rut!
By which we mean: mid-October to
December is “rutting” (a.k.a. mating)
season for deer. During this time, bucks
become more interested in does, and vie

for their attention. This means they will
show more aggression to other males –
perceiving them as competition – and
will often challenge and fight each other.
Unfortunately, as the rutting season
peaks, so does the number of deervehicle collisions. This is because deer
tend to be more active at night during
this time of year, especially at dawn
and dusk. They are focused on finding
a mate, and can be less aware of their
surroundings; they may also be moving
quickly to pursue a mate or run from a
dominant male.
During this time, drive carefully and
watch for deer. When you see one,
slow down and look for others because
another deer (or more!) may be close
behind. You can try honking your horn
with long blasts, which may help to
frighten them away from your vehicle. If
you see deer when you’re outside, give
(DEER) DEBBIE THIESSEN

ASK THE SPCA
It’s important for drivers
to stay vigilant from midOctober through December,
as mating season causes
deer to become more
aggressive and less aware.

them plenty of space. They may feel
threatened in close quarters and see
humans as a “rival” or simply as a danger
during this sensitive time.
Lastly, don’t feed deer at any time
of year. This causes them to become
habituated to humans, and they are more
likely to show aggression towards people
or become involved in vehicle collisions.

I

’ve heard that giving a cat a
slow blink is like saying, “I love
you!” Is this true?

Cats use both verbal and visual signals
to relay information about how they’re
feeling. Some signals are fairly obvious.
Take the classic “Halloween cat,” for
instance. Most people know that a
hissing feline with an arched back,
flattened ears and hair standing on end
clearly wants more personal space. Other
signals, however, are tougher to pick up
on. Often, these require us to pay close
attention to subtle facial cues.
The slow blink is a great example of a

When a cat
wants to intimidate
another cat or a
person, she’ll open
her eyes wide and
give a direct and
sustained stare.
When she wants to
convey that she’s
not a threat, she’ll
make eye contact
but add a slow
blink.

ASK THE SPCA
more subdued signal. When a cat wants
to intimidate another cat or a person,
she’ll open her eyes wide and give a
direct and sustained stare. Conversely,
when she wants to convey that she’s not
a threat, she’ll make eye contact but add
a slow blink. The slow blink says, “I come
in peace.”
A cat’s slow blink involves a series
of half-blinks, where her eyelids move
towards each other without ever fully
closing. This is followed by either a
prolonged narrowing or full closure of her
eyes. According to researchers, a slow
blink is similar to a genuine human smile
when we narrow our eyes. Like smiling,
a slow blink can de-escalate negative
social interactions as well as promote
positive ones.
To signal your own friendly intentions
towards a cat, just slow blink at him. First
get his attention and make eye contact.
Then narrow your eyes as you would in
a relaxed smile before closing them for a
few seconds. Chances are he’ll slow blink
back – his version of a smile.
Slow blinking to your cat can increase
positive communication between the
two of you. Visitors to your home and
even your veterinarian can use this
technique too to help your cat relax.
While we may never figure out the
precise translation of “I love you!” into
cat language, a slow blink can at least let
them know that we mean well.

M

y dog snarls and
lunges at other dogs,
making our walks a
nightmare. How can I fix this?
Many dogs are reactive to other dogs
when on leash. It could simply be the
frustration of not getting to meet the
other dog, though lunging behaviour
suggests your dog may have an anxious
or fearful personality. Fearful dogs
typically employ one of two coping
strategies when stressed: flee or fight.
22
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Bringing some high-value treats along
on your walks can help teach your dog that
his fellow canines are nothing to fear.

Since your dog is leashed and walking
with you, she can’t flee. So the tactic
she will use is to act aggressively as a
form of self-protection. It usually works,
as most friendly dogs will back away
from an “angry” dog. Unfortunately, this
reinforces her aggressive response each
time you’re on a walk. Your dog knows,
“When I snap and snarl, they leave me
alone – I’ll use that again next time!”
To help overcome her fear, you need to
change your dog’s emotional state to a
positive experience before she even gets
close to an oncoming dog. This requires
some pre-walk planning, good timing
and keeping a careful eye on her body
language to recognize signs of stress.
First, have tasty, high-value treats
– lots of them – ready. Tiny pieces of
hot dogs or roast chicken work well.
The strategy is to give treats and praise

when she first spots another dog from a
distance to make seeing other dogs into
a pleasurable, safe occurrence.
Let her eat some treats, then turn
and walk in the opposite direction from
the oncoming dog, tossing her a few
treats in the new direction. Next time,
you may be able to get a little closer to
an approaching dog. Watch for stress
signals – lip licking, yawning, stiffening
muscles or lowering body. As soon as
you see any of these signs, turn away
and toss some treats. You want her to
know that she will not have to confront
the oncoming dog.
As long as your dog remains relaxed,
you know she is learning that those
other dogs aren’t a threat to her after all.
Soon she will look to you for treats every
time she sees another dog. This
is a good outcome. Eventually you
should be able to pass a dog (from the
opposite side of the street) without her
barking or growling.
Be patient and take your cues from
your dog, never forcing her to pass a dog
too closely. The emphasis is on gradually
transforming the experience (and your
dog’s reaction) into a positive one. n

THE EXPERTS

50 YEARS
of Animal Welfare

APPLIEDKNOWLEDGE
by Dr. David Fraser

T

his year I completed 50
years of research, teaching and outreach related
to animals and animal
welfare. Looking back, here are five
remarkable changes I have seen.

1. From “cruelty” to “welfare”
When I began, the focus of animal
protection was starting to expand.
Historically, the main issue had
been preventing acts of cruelty, as
implied by the name “SPCA” – the
Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals. By the mid-1900s,
however, animals in biomedical
research and food production were
being kept in large-scale confinement systems, and concern arose
over quality of life. The new term
“animal welfare” was gradually
adopted to express this concern.
2. What is animal welfare?
But people couldn’t agree on what
“animal welfare” means. For some,
it was about preventing pain and
suffering; for others, it meant that
animals should not be confined in
artificial environments; for others,
it was mostly about good health.
(PUPPY & CAT) VIKTORIA HAACK

The world’s definition of “animal welfare” is markedly different today
than it was five decades ago.

The debate gradually crystallized around three principles: that
animals should be healthy and
well nourished, that they should
be happy and enjoy life, and that
they should live according to their
natural inclinations. This view
of welfare expanded the areas of
concern to include the bulldog
who can’t breathe well, the pig in a
concrete pen, the cat terrified in a
noisy shelter and the bird injured
by hitting a window.
3. Growing public attention
Animal welfare also grew from
a fringe issue to a major public
concern. As one personal example,
at UBC our first course on animal
welfare began in 1998 and attracted
20 students; now we teach nearly
10 relevant courses, and hundreds
of students are involved.
4. Engaging more organizations
Historically, animal protection
was mostly a focus for charitable
organizations. By the 1980s,
governments became increasingly
involved, often by passing new
laws. The 1990s saw many large
corporations set animal welfare
requirements for their suppliers.
Since 2000, major international
agencies have become involved,

including the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United
Nations (FAO) and the World
Organisation for Animal Health
(OIE), which now sets global animal welfare standards.
5. A new field of science
From the first, people recognized
that science could help clarify
questions about welfare and improve animals’ lives. By the 1970s,
a few of us had begun publishing
research on “distress,” “frustration” and “suffering.” Gradually,
“animal welfare science” emerged
as a distinct field that now includes
hundreds of scientists worldwide
and has led to major improvements
in standards and practices. n

Dr. David Fraser is a professor in the UBC
Animal Welfare Program. The program, initiated
in 1997 by the BC SPCA and other partners,
works to improve the lives of all animals through
research, education and public outreach.
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Forever a place
in your heart.

You can leave a legacy that helps end animal
cruelty and comfort animals in need.
Contact us today to learn more about
leaving a gift in your Will.

foreverguardian.ca
To learn more, contact Caitlin Fysh at
cfysh@spca.bc.ca or call 778-786-2630
(toll-free at 1-855-622-7722 ext. 6059).

